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ON THE CENTER OF A LEFT JORDAN GROUPOID 
FRANTIŠEK KATRNOŠKA 
(Communicated by Anatolij Dvurečenskij ) 
A B S T R A C T . T h e notions of left Jordan groupoids and homomorphisms of such 
groupoids are introduced. If R is an associative *ring with identity and if U(R) 
( F ( H ) , resp.) denotes the set of idempotents (projectors, resp.) of H, then the 
operations o x and o 2 defined on R by 
p o 
P°2  
1q = p-2pq-2qp + 4qpq, ^TT(n\( ^UÍT>\ \ for p,qeU(R) (p,q€P(R)t resp.) 
2 q = q - 2pq - 2qp -f 4pqp, 
are operations on U(R) (P(R), resp.) which need not be associative. The author 
defines the notion of center C(X) of a left Jordan groupoid (X, o , 0 , 1 / ) and 
establishes various properties of C(X) and of the respective homomorphisms 
which are defined on the left Jordan groupoid X. These results may find an 
application in the foundations of quantum theory 
1. Introduction 
Let R be an associative *ring with identity and let U(R) ( P ( J R ) , resp.) be 
the set of idempotents (projectors, resp.) of the *ring JR. Let us define 
e< f <;==> ef = fe = e , 
e' = 1 - e 
for e, / € U(R) (e, / G P(R), resp.). It is well known (see [1], [2]) that the sets 
U(R) and P(R) form orthomodular orthocomplemented posets which need not 
be lattices. 
Another way of characterizing the set U(R) (P(R), resp.) of idempotents 
(projectors, resp.) of a *ring R is as the so-called left Jordan groupoid of 
idempotents U(R) (projectors P(R), resp.) of a *ring R. For p, q G U(R) 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 17C50; Secondary 06C15 . 
K e y w o r d s : idempotent and projector of *ring, Boolean algebra, or thomodular poset, com-
patible and orthogonal element . 
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(p,q G P(R), resp.) we define 
polq = p-2pq-2qp + 4qpq, 
po2q= q-2pq-2qp + 4pqp. 
It can be shown that p o 1 q and p o2 q belong to U(R) (P(R), resp.) provided 
P,9 € U(R) (p,q G P{R), resp.). (U(R), o l 3 0 , 1 / ) and (P(iJ) , o 1 ? 0 , 1 / ) are 
the left Jordan groupoids of idempotents and projectors of the *ring R. In [2] it 
is shown that the elements p, q G U(R) (p, g G P(R), resp.) are orthogonal (we 
write p J_ r/ ) if pq = qp = 0, and the elements p, q G c7(i?) (p, # G P(-R), resp.) 
are compatible if pq = qp. 
2. The left Jordan groupoid 
We can now formalize the whole situation in the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. ([4]) A non-empty set X is called a left Jordan groupoid if 
there is a binary operation o : I x I - ) I and a unary operation ' : X —•> X (an 
orthocomplementation o n l ) such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) p o p = p , peX, 
(ii) (po r / )op = p o ( g o p ) , p,q£X} 
(iii) (poq)oq = p, p.qeX, 
(iv) (p7=p, Pex, 
(v) (poq)' =p' oq', p,qeX, 
(vi) poq' = poq, p,q£X, 
(vii) X contains elements 0,1 G X such that p o l = p o 0 = p , 1 o p = 1, 
0 o p = 0 and 0' = 1. 
R e m a r k s . 
a) It follows immediately that p2 o(qop) = [(pop) o q\ op provided p,q € X. 
b) In general, the left Jordan groupoid is non-commutative and non-associative. 
3 . T h e c e n t e r of t h e left J o r d a n g r o u p o i d 
DEFINITION 2. Let (X, o, 0 , 1 / ) be a left Jordan groupoid. The center C(X) 
of X is the set of p G X such that p o q = p for each q G X. 
PROPOSITION 1. / / (X, o , 0 , l / ) is a left Jordan groupoid then 0,1 G C(X) 
and p' G C(X) for each p G C(X). Moreover, (C(X), o, 0 , 1 / ) is an associative 
subgroupoid of (X, o, 0, l 7 ) . 
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P r o o f . From (vii) of Definition 1 we have that 1 o p = 1 and 0 o p = 0 for 
each p G X. Therefore 0,1 G C(X). From (v) and (iv) of Definition 1 it follows 
that p' oq = (po q')' = p' and therefore we have p' G C(X) for each p G C(X). 
If p G C(X) then po q = p for each q G X. Hence o is an operation on C(X). 
Since (poq)or=por=p = po(qor) for each p, g, r G C ( K ) , C(X) is an 
associative groupoid. D 
Let us denote by Z(U(R)) the center of the orthoposet (U(R), <, 0 , 1 / ) . 
We will show that C(U(R)) = Z(U(R)). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let R be an associative *ring with identity. Let 
(U(R), < , 0 , 1 / ) be the orthomodular orthoposet of idempotents of R and let 
(U(it), o l 5 0 , 1 / ) be the left Jordan groupoid of idempotents of R. ThenC(U(R)) 
= Z(U(R)). ' 
P r o o f . Let p, q G £/(#) . If p ox g -= p then pq + qp = 2qpq and therefore 
pg = (pq)q = (2qpq - qp)q = qpq = q(2qpq - pq) = q(qp) = qp (i.e., p <-> g). 
Conversely, if pq = qp then pq + qp = 2pq = 2(pq)q = 2qpq and poxq = p. D 
Now we will show that there are some connections with results of [3]. 
DEFINITION 3. Let (P, <, 0 , 1 / ) be an orthocomplemented poset. A Boolean 
subalgebra B C P of P is called a maximal Boolean subalgebra of P (or a block 
of P) if there is no Boolean subalgebra Bx such that B dBx and B ^ B1. 
LEMMA 1. Let P be an orthocomplemented poset. Then every Boolean sub-
algebra B of P is contained in some block of P. 
P r o o f . Obvious. D 
DEFINITION 4. Let (X, o , 0 , 1 / ) be a left Jordan groupoid. If p, q G X and 
poq = p then we say that p is left compatible with q (we write p «-)• g). The set 
F? C A of left compatible elements with g G X is called a left block of I in g. 
PROPOSITION 3 . Let (X, o, 0 , 1 / ) be a left Jordan groupoid. Then the follow-
ing assertions hold: 
(i) If p € X then p f-r p and p f-r p'. 
(ii) If p,q € X and p «-> g then q o p ^ q. 
P r o o f . 
(i) This follows from (i) and (vi) of Definition 1. 
(ii) Let p ^ q (p, g G X). Then go(pog) = gop. By Definition 1, go(pog) = 
( g o p ) o g = g o p , i.e. g op f-> g. D 
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In [3] we presented a characterization of the center of the orthoposet 
( -PJ^JO, 1 / ) . This says that the center Z(P) of the orthoposet P equals the 
intersection of all the blocks. A similar theorem holds even for a left Jordan 
groupoid. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (P, o, 0 , 1 / ) be a left Jordan groupoid. The center C(P) 
of P is the intersection of all left blocks of P. i.e. C(P) = f] B . 
geP 
P r o o f . If Bq (q G P ) is a left block of P in q then Bq = {p G P ; poq = p} 
and p | P = {p G P; p o q = p for each q G P } = C(P). • 
geP 
4. Example of a left Jordan groupoid 
and of a homomorphism 
E X A M P L E 1. Let us consider a four-element set X = {0,I?,I/, 1} and suppose 
that X is a left Jordan groupoid. We can show that X has the following Cayley 
table: 
0 P P' 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
P P P P P 
P' P' P' P' P' 
1 1 1 1 1 
Since p o q = p for each p ,q G X, it follows that p «-» q for each p,q e X. 
If we define p V p ' = l , P V 0 = p , p V l = l , p ' V 0 = p ' , p ' V 1 = 1 and if we 
introduce similar formulas for p A r/, then (X, <, 0 , 1 / ) is a Boolean algebra. 
DEFINITION 5. Let ( •X 1 ,o 1 ,0 1 , l 1 / ) and (X 2 , o 2 , 0 2 , l 2 , * ) be left Jordan 
groupoids. The mapping h: Xx —>• X 2 is called a homomorphism of K\ into X 2 
if 
(i) / i (P i ° iP 2 ) = MPi)°2
 fc(P2)> P i i P 2
€ - y i > 
(ii) h(pf) = [h(p)]\ peX17 
(iii) M o 1 ) - o 2 . 
We now exhibit an example of a homomorphism of (X 1 5 o,0 ,1 , ' ) into 
( X , 0 , 0 , 1 / ) , ^ e x . 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let (X, o, 0,1/) be a left Jordan groupoid and let (Xx, o, 0,1/) be 
an associative subgroupoid of X, i.e. Xx C X, and p o q = p for each p,q e Xx. 
We can now define a mapping h: Xx —r X as follows: 
M P )
 = P ft*1 P ^ ^ i • 
Then /i is a homomorphism of Xx into X . 
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